
Art: How people have used art to protest

Computing : How to make an app to help us 
with our campaign

Engl ish: How to write a speech and present i t 
at a  Zoom conference. Write a formal letter

Geography : Investigate why plastic pollution 
in our rivers and seas is a  problem.

Science : How living things that live in our seas 
and rivers can be classified.

What makes a healthy river or sea

DT: Which materials we could use as an 
alternative to plastic

Engl ish : Write a formal speech and letter to 
engage people to take part in our campaign 
and report on i ts success by wri ting a 
newspaper report

Engl ish: After exploring 'Cl i-fi' novels, write our 
own story set in a world that has been changed 
by environmental factors such as pollution

Art: Design a  piece of protest art using 
symbolism – taking inspiration from Picasso's 
'Guernica'

Computing: Make an app to help in our 

campaign

Geography: Plan and carry out a  campaign to 
make a change in our community – to clean up 
Ramsbury

Science: Make bioplastic as an alternative to 
plastic. Report on how healthy the River 
Kennet is by looking at samples that we have 
taken from it

Years 1 & 2 – Ramsbury

Year 3 – Rivers

Year 4 –Greta 's Story

Year 5 –Materials (science)

Checking the 'health' of our planet and in 
particular the environment around Ramsbury

Working together to support our community

Respecting the views of others even though 
they might be different to our own

Ramsbury Estates
ARK
Thames Water
Ramsbury Parish Council
River Kennet
Attendees at our Zoom conference
Local  Landowners

A walk around Ramsbury to assess extent and 

type of pollution

Content: What will we learn? Coherence: How does this l ink to other year 

groups and core subjects?
Compassion: What opportunities are there to 

show compassion for the environment and 
each other?

Community: Where are the links to local 

expertise and resources? Visits and visitors

Overall outcome
Following a Zoom call with local landowners, Parish Council 

and environmentalists
Plan and carry out a campaign to clean up Ramsbury

Key subjects

Geography – sustainability
English – formal letter and speech writing

Science – materials

Do our rivers and seas hold the secret to the health of our planet?
Main question for the year: Do we all have the power to change the 

world?

Key vocabulary
Microplastic, single-use plastic, gyres, waste, pollution, sustainable, campaign, healthy, 

environment, bioplastic, sediment

Texts
Floodland by Marcus sedgwick

SeaBEAN by Sarah Harding

Transformative diverse individuals
Promoting under-represented groups/individuals

Members of the Ramsbury Community who are promoting 
change
Malala Yousafzai, Martin Luther King, Greta Thunberg
Picasso

Narrative hook
People: Zoe

Place: The islands Eels, created by flooding as a result of climate 
change

Problem: Surviving when she is separated from her parents

Possibilities: The floods stopping so that she can find a way to 
leave the island and be reunited with her parents

Creativity: How wi ll we show we understand 

in multiple ways?


